
MaxMarienko
I'm a Shopify Expert with wide experience building complex web applications, focusing
on Shopify and React platforms. I specialize in integrating modern solutions into existing
online stores using the latest best practices, creating new stores from scratch, and
migrating them to OS2. Furthermore, I have experience supporting legacy stores,
working with the Google Cloud Platform, and performing code reviews.

Location: Kyiv, Ukraine
+ 38 (097) 28 30 985

22 y.o

maksym.marienko@gmail.com

My English proficiency level is Intermediate, and I've spent the last two years working in
English-speaking teams.

EXPERIENCE

Access Solutions, Dallas, Remote — Shopify Expert
SEPTEMBER 2021 - PRESENT - 2 yrs 2 mos

Development and support of Shopify and React projects

Freelancehunt, Kharkiv, Freelance — WordPress Developer
AUGUST 2020 - SEPTEMBER 2021 - 1 yr 1 mos

Development and support of WordPress projects

EDUCATION

National Technical University "Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute", Kharkiv
Computer science and intelligent systems

— Master’s degree SEPTEMBER 2023 - JANUARY 2025

— Bachelor’s degree SEPTEMBER 2020 - JUNE 2023

Zaporizhzhia Aviation College Named After A. G. Ivchenko,
Zaporizhzhia — Associate’s degree
SEPTEMBER 2016 - JUNE 2020

Computer science and information technology

COURSES

Innovation Campus of NTU "KhPI", Kharkiv
SEPTEMBER 2020 - JUNE 2022

Basics of Full Stack development and C programming language

MAIN SKILLS

❖ Shopify, React, TypeScript

❖ Tailwind, GraphQL, Shopify Plus

❖ Klaviyo, AfterShip, Brightpearl

❖ Shopify Flow, Google Cloud Platform

❖ Liquid, StoreFront API, Admin API

❖ Jira, GitHub, Figma

❖ Eslint, Prettier

SOCIAL MEDIA

LinkedIn

GitHub

Telegram

LANGUAGES

 English - Intermediate

Russian - Professional

 Ukrainian - Native

tel:380972830985
mailto:maksym.marienko@gmail.com
https://www.access.dev/
https://freelancehunt.com/
https://certificate.lms.green/f5e28b1c3744a4099e340b58e1aa1b320d0d23198de3450d3dadfb8d36990fae
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mmarienko/
https://github.com/mmarienko
https://t.me/mmarienko


SHOPIFY PROJECTS

SOME WEDDING CLOTHING STORE — Shopify Expert (6 months, present)

Environment: Shopify
Website: UNDER NDA

Description: Development of new features and supporting store in a team with Scrum methodology for a
woman-owned startup selling clothing and accessories for weddings.

Highlights:

- Implemented Klaviyo ATC event in the store with Klaviyo API;

- Implemented Klaviyo custom events with Shopify Flow;

- Implemented new badges logic;

- Added an ability to display specific images for specific product variants;

- Implemented a new order tracking page using Aftership API, Shopify Admin API, and Google Cloud
serverless function;

- Implemented a new custom Back In Stock flow including MTO products for Klaviyo marketing via Shopify
Webhooks and Google Cloud Platform especially Google Functions;

- Supporting the website, fixing UI bugs, and creating editable pages;

- Reviewing PRs from other developers;

- Finding ways to improve the project every day;

SOME BEAUTY SKINCARE STORE — Shopify Expert (2 months)

Environment: Shopify
Website: UNDER NDA

Description: Migration of a newly designed store for a skincare brand from Woocommerce to Shopify.

Highlights:

- Found a suitable similar theme according to the old design;

- Moved all content and pages from the old website;

- Installed the theme adjusting the design;

- Implemented Klaviyo email marketing;

- Implemented Instagram Feed;

More about the project: https://www.access.dev/projects/no-thank-you-shopify-migration/

https://www.access.dev/projects/no-thank-you-shopify-migration/


SOME LIGHTING DISTRIBUTOR STORE — Shopify Expert (2 months)

Environment: Shopify
Website: UNDER NDA

Description: Development of new features and support lighting distributor which serves business customers.

Highlights:

- Integrated CI/CD with development, staging, and production environments based on Shopify CLI;

- Implemented a "Custom Bulk Order Form" feature for B2B clients where they can order many products on
one page based on Shopify Sections API and supporting B2B Wholesale Club app discounts;

- Supporting the website, fixing UI bugs, and creating editable pages;

- Reviewing PRs from other developers;

More about the project: https://www.access.dev/projects/lighting-supply-guy-shopify-wholesale-form/

SOME CHILDREN'S CLOTHING STORE — Shopify Expert (4 months, present)

Environment: Shopify
Website: UNDER NDA

Description: Development of new features and support shop for traditional children's clothing.

Highlights:

- Integrated CI/CD with development, staging, and production environments based on Shopify Theme Kit;

- Provided UI/UX and performance audit of the website, created a presentation with all the issues and ways to
solve them;

- Implemented a section of recommendations on PDP for other products, working according to the algorithm
"Customers who bought this product also bought" / "Frequently buy together" using Searchanise;

- Implemented a section of recommendations on PDP for other products, working via Shopify Storefront API
and comparing the product tags;

- Implemented additional fields to a Brightpearl packing printing list;

- Supporting the website, fixing UI bugs, and creating editable pages;

More about the project: https://www.access.dev/projects/smocked-auctions/

https://www.access.dev/projects/lighting-supply-guy-shopify-wholesale-form/
https://www.access.dev/projects/smocked-auctions/


REACT PROJECTS

SOME INVESTOR LAB — React Developer (6 months)

Environment: React & Redux

Website: UNDER NDA

Description: Development of the website for investment real estate.

Highlights:

- Filled mockup pages with data from the server side via REST API;

- Created new pages using Ant Design;

- Integrated Google Maps API. Added output of custom markers with specific data on the map;

- Implemented ability to send comments;

- Implemented house pricing table using ag-grid-react library;

- Implemented filtering and sorting by the table and the map at the same time;

- Implemented registration, login, forgot password, and email confirmation forms;

- Implemented react-redux;

VUE PROJECTS

SOME BOOKMAKER — Vue Developer (2 months)

Environment: Vue & Vuex

Website: UNDER NDA

Project Description: Development front-end part of a user account side for a bookmaker website.

Highlights:

- Created vue components for the header, footer, main pages, and modal windows;

- Created routes for the website;

- Implemented a custom slider for a price calculator using nouislider library;

- Implemented a custom select;

- Implemented a custom date picker using litepicker library;

- Implemented an emoji picker via @joeattardi/emoji-button library;

- Implemented a custom tooltip;

- Implemented custom-styled scrollbar;

- Implemented Drag&Drop section;



GUTENBERG PROJECTS

SOME INTERNATIONAL BANK — Gutenberg Developer (4 months)

Environment: WordPress

Website: UNDER NDA

Project Description: Development of a large project for a bank whose principal branch is located in Caracas
on reusable Gutenberg blocks with multilanguage and multiple locations.

Highlights:
- Created about 30 dynamic blocks;

- Implemented a calculator for the current exchange rate of euro/dollar to Dominican peso;

- Implemented a calculator of recommended bank cards for a client by the amount of deposit/credit limit;

- Implemented a dynamic page for comparing bank cards;

- Implemented a page of bank office addresses with filtering by ATMs/terminals/points of sale and courier
delivery, developed using the Google Maps API;

- Implemented a blog page and promotions with a filter by categories and tags;

- Implemented 2 contact forms with autocompletion of the user's country and code for the phone number via
Gravity Form and extra add-ons;

- Implemented editable FAQ pages and information pages with bank fees;

- Created about 20 landing pages based on these blocks for advertising / providing information about services
and bank cards;

- Created an HTML email template;

- Connected WordPress Multisite;



WORDPRESS PROJECTS - FREELANCE

PRESTIGE MOSAIC — WordPress Developer (2 months)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://prestigemosaic.co.il/

Project Description: Development of portfolio website for mosaic decor company with Project, Service, and
Blog Pages. The HTML templates were created and implemented to the new WordPress theme with a
connection of domain and hosting.

CR&P — WordPress Developer (2 months)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://chosenrooter.com/

Project Description: Development of a WordPress-based website for a plumbing service provider. The
website contains service categories, feedback application forms, and email subscriptions.

DOM-D — WordPress Developer (1 month)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://dom-d.com.ua/

Project Description: Development of a portfolio website for a property development company. The HTML
template was implemented to the new WordPress theme with a connection of domain and hosting.

KAPITEL LVIV — WordPress Developer (2 months)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://kapitel.lviv.ua/

Project Description: Development of a portfolio website for a large property development company in
Ukraine with a new WordPress theme creation and transferring content from the previous website.

HELP YOU — WordPress Developer (2 weeks)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://helpyou.company/

Project Description: Development of a website for a consulting company located in Estonia with a separate
Privacy Policy Page.

DOM MASSAZHA — WordPress Developer (1 month)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://dommassazha.com/

Project Description: Development of a website for a massage and education blog from scratch by migrating
the old site and implementing a new design.

COWORKING “THINK” — WordPress Developer (1 month)

Environment: WordPress

Website: https://coworking-think.com/

Project Description: Development of a website for coworking from scratch by migrating the website from
Tilda to WordPress with the old design intact.

https://prestigemosaic.co.il/
https://chosenrooter.com/
https://dom-d.com.ua/
https://kapitel.lviv.ua/
https://helpyou.company/
https://dommassazha.com/
https://coworking-think.com/


PET-PROJECTS

DEBUT THEME OS 2.0 — Shopify Developer
Repository: https://github.com/mmarienko/debut/ (18 stars, 41 forks)

Project Description: Shopify's Debut theme with OS 2.0 features and performance built-in.

GULP STARTER — Javascript Developer
Repository: https://github.com/mmarienko/gulp-starter/ (4 stars)

Project Description: Front-end starter kit based on Gulp 4.

MODAL WINDOWS PLUGIN — Javascript Developer
Repository: https://gist.github.com/mmarienko/9341c52e0b120ecd81ba1684c472e460/

TABS PLUGIN — Javascript Developer
Repository: https://gist.github.com/mmarienko/b6a9483ce6a7758334d035e7d0bcad98/

ACCORDIONS PLUGIN — Javascript Developer
Repository: https://gist.github.com/mmarienko/c76eac6d5b41544e028da5b897bc4809/

https://github.com/mmarienko/debut/
https://github.com/mmarienko/gulp-starter/
https://gist.github.com/mmarienko/9341c52e0b120ecd81ba1684c472e460/
https://gist.github.com/mmarienko/b6a9483ce6a7758334d035e7d0bcad98/
https://gist.github.com/mmarienko/c76eac6d5b41544e028da5b897bc4809/

